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About Micro Focus Security Fortify SSR  

The Software Security Research team translates cutting-edge research into security intelligence that 

powers the Micro Focus Security Fortify product portfolio – including SCA, WebInspect, & 

AppDefender. Today, Micro Focus Security Fortify Software Security Content supports 981 vulnerability 

categories across 25 programming languages and spans more than 982,000 individual APIs.  

Learn more at   

https://software.microfocus.com/en-us/software/security-research 

https://software.microfocus.com/en-us/software/security-research
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Fortify Software Security Research (SSR) is pleased to announce the immediate availability of updates 

to Fortify Secure Coding Rulepacks (English language, version 2018.1.0), Fortify WebInspect 

SecureBase (available via SmartUpdate), Fortify Application Defender, and Fortify Premium Content. 

Micro Focus Security Fortify Secure Coding Rulepacks [SCA] 

With this release, the Fortify Secure Coding Rulepacks detect 781 unique categories of vulnerabilities 
across 25 programming languages and span over 982,000 individual APIs. In summary, the release 
includes the following: 

Improved Android Support 

Fortify SCA support for Android has been greatly improved to now support up to the latest API 
level (27), span an additional 18 namespaces, and include support for the Android Support 
Libraries. Additionally, existing support has been improved by modelling the Android 
components lifecycle and improving dataflow analysis through Threads.  
Vulnerability categories supported for Android have been extended by 19 categories, including 
the following: 

 Access Control: Case-Insensitive Package Name Comparison 
 Android Bad Practices: Encryption Secret Held in Static Field 
 Android Bad Practices: Leftover Debug Code 
 Android Bad Practices: Missing Google Play Services Updated Security Provider 
 Android Bad Practices: Missing Network Security Configuration 
 Android Bad Practices: Use of File Scheme Cookies 
 Android Bad Practices: Use of Internal APIs 
 Fragment Injection 
 HTML5: Overly Permissive Message Posting Policy 
 Insecure Storage: HTTP Response Cache Leak 
 Insecure Transport: RFCOMM Bluetooth Socket 
 Often Misused: File System 
 Often Misused: Privilege Management 
 Privilege Management: Android Recording 
 Race Condition: App Download 

 

Improved Python Standard Library Support1 

Support for the Python Standard Libraries has been expanded to include versions 2.6, 2.7, and 
3.x through 3.6. These improvements to the security content result in the ability to identify 
additional weaknesses in vulnerability categories which include the following: 

 Command Injection 
 File Permission Manipulation 
 Insecure Randomness 
 Insecure Transport: Weak SSL Protocol 
 Path Manipulation 
 Privacy Violation 
 Setting Manipulation 
 System Information Leak: External 
 System Information Leak: Internal 
 XML Entity Expansion Injection 

 

                                                           
1 Micro Focus Fortify SCA 18.10, or above, provides support for improved translation of Python 3 syntax. 
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Support for JSON-simple Library 

Support for JSON-simple library has been added to improve dataflow analysis of applications 
using this library to serialize/deserialize JSON data. 

 

Xamarin Support2 

Xamarin helps developers create cross-platform mobile applications, using a .NET framework, 
for Android, iOS, and other mobile platforms.  Fortify SCA support for scanning Xamarin 
projects is enabled to detect weaknesses in both Android and iOS targeted platforms. Existing 
vulnerability categories, supported for native Android and iOS scanning, apply to Xamarin 
projects. Additionally, rules support for Xamarin Forms has been added with support for the 
following vulnerability categories: 

 Often Misused: SMS 
 Privacy Violation 
 Privacy Violation: Health Information 
 System Information Leak: External 

 

DISA STIG 4.5 Correlation 
In order to support our federal customers in the area of compliance, correlation of the Micro Focus 
Fortify Taxonomy to the Defense Information Systems Agency Application Security and 
Development STIG, version 4.5, has been added. 

 

GDPR Correlation 
In order to support our customers who are working to investigate and comply with the European 
Union (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) the Micro Focus Fortify Taxonomy is 
now also correlated with four logical groupings of vulnerability types. These four logical groupings 
will assist in the identification of weaknesses which potentially undermine compliance with GDPR 
regulation. Going into effect on May 25, 2018, the GDPR provides a framework for organizations 
on how to handle personal data, which replaces the Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC, and was 
designed to harmonize data privacy laws across Europe. 

 

Micro Focus Security Fortify SecureBase [Fortify WebInspect] 

Fortify SecureBase combines checks for thousands of vulnerabilities with policies that guide users in 

the following updates available immediately via SmartUpdate: 

Vulnerability support 

Expression Language Injection: Spring 

A critical Spring Expression Language injection vulnerability identified by CVE-2017-
8046 allows remote attackers to achieve remote code execution (RCE) in applications 
exposing Spring Data REST endpoints including Java runtime exec() calls that can be 
used to execute arbitrary commands on server. This release includes a check to detect 
this vulnerability in Spring Data REST applications. 

 

                                                           
2 Translation and scanning of Xamarin projects require Fortify SCA version 18.10 or above. 
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Privacy Violation: Email Disclosure 

The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) that comes into effect May 25, 
2018, lays down strict rules to protect the personal data of all EU citizens. EU GDPR 
Article 4 defines personal data as any information "relating to an identified or identifiable 
natural person ('data subject')". This includes personal email addresses. This check 
detects the presence of email addresses in HTTP traffic.  This check is made available 
as part of the new GDPR policy, that is designed to support scanning of applications for 
vulnerabilities which may undermine GDPR compliance.3 

 

Privacy Violation  

This check detects the presence of 'personal data' that compromises an individual's 
privacy and is in violation of the GDPR regulation.  The 'personal data' to be detected is 
customizable and defined by the customer via a check input.  This check is being made 
available immediately as part of the new GDPR policy, designed to support our 
customers who want to run GDPR compliance scans. 
 

Insecure Deployment: Known Technology Fingerprint 

A new vulnerability called the ROBOT Attack, which is a variation of the old 

Bleichenbacher attack, showed that several implementations of the TLS_RSA cipher 

used for encryption were vulnerable to an adaptive chosen cipher text attack.  The 

vulnerability allows decryption of secure SSL/TLS sessions and impersonation attacks.  

This check detects the presence of TLS_RSA cipher on the target server, to caution 

users to check vendor documentation to ensure that the deployed TLS_RSA 

implementation is not vulnerable to ROBOT attack or apply the necessary patches 

provided by the vendor to protect against this vulnerability. 

   

Compliance report 

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 

The European Union (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) replaces the 
Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC and was designed to harmonize data privacy laws 
across Europe. Going into effect on May 25, 2018, GDPR provides a framework for 
organizations on how to handle personal data. In order to support our customers that will 
be affected by this regulation this release includes a GDPR compliance template 
correlating WebInspect checks into four logical groups of vulnerabilities that may 
undermine compliance with GDPR regulation.  
   

DISA STIG 4.5  

The latest version of the Defense Information Systems Agency Application Security and 
Development STIG, version 4.5 was released earlier this quarter. In order to support our 
federal customers in the area of compliance, this release contains a correlation of the 
WebInspect checks to DISA STIG 4.5. 
  

 

                                                           
3 This check requires Fortify WebInspect 18.10 or above. 
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 Policy Updates 

A policy customized to include checks relevant to GDPR compliance and another policy 
customized to include subset of checks relevant to DISA STIG 4.5 have been added to the 
existing list of supported policies in WebInspect SecureBase.   
  

Micro Focus Security Fortify Application Defender 

Fortify Application Defender is a runtime application self-protection (RASP) solution that helps 

organizations manage and mitigate risk from homegrown or third-party applications. It provides 

centralized visibility into application use and abuse while protecting from software vulnerability exploits 

and other violations in real time. For this release, the Micro Focus Security Fortify Software Security 

Research team provides the following feature improvements: 

 

NoSQL Injection: MongoDB 

NoSQL databases, similar to SQL databases, are prone to injection attacks. A new rule has 
been added to detect NoSQL Injections targeting MongoDB Java SDK version 2.x and 3.x. 

 

Insecure SSL: ROBOT 

A new SSL vulnerability called ROBOT attack was disclosed in December 2017 and Bouncy 
Castle is one of the affected crypto library. A rule has been added to function as a virtual patch 
for Bouncy Castle CVE-2017-13098. The rule simulates the original patch functionality. 

 

Dynamic Code Evaluation: Unsafe Deserialization 

A new rule has been added to extend existing coverage to detect the Dynamic Code Evaluation: 
Unsafe Deserialization on the .NET platform. A new configuration, for both Java and .NET, has 
been added to optionally enable the detection only within HTTP request processing. 

 

Micro Focus Security Fortify Premium Content 

The research team builds, extends, and maintains a variety of resources outside our core security 

intelligence products. 

DISA STIG 4.5 and GDPR reports 

To accompany the new correlations, this release also contains a new report bundle with support for 
DISA STIG 4.5 and GDPR, which is available for download from the Fortify Customer Support 
Portal under Premium Content.  

 

Micro Focus Security Fortify Taxonomy: Software Security Errors 

The Fortify Taxonomy site, containing descriptions for newly added category support, is available at 
https://vulncat.fortify.com and https://vulncat.hpefod.com. Customers looking for the legacy site, 
with the last supported update, may obtain it from the Micro Focus Security Fortify Support Portal. 

https://vulncat.fortify.com/
https://vulncat.hpefod.com/
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Contact Fortify Technical Support 
Micro Focus Security Fortify  
https://softwaresupport.softwaregrp.com/ 
+1 (844) 260-7219 

 

 

Contact SSR 
Alexander M. Hoole  
Manager, Software Security Research  
Micro Focus Security Fortify  
hoole@microfocus.com  
+1 (650) 258-5916 
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